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Predicting the risk of toxic and environmental effects of
chemical compounds is of great importance to all chemi-
cal industries [1]. Expert systems have shown success in
predicting toxic risk by applying established knowledge
of toxicology encoded as a knowledge base of structural
alerts and a reasoning model. A disadvantage of expert
systems is that developing new structural alerts requires
considerable time and effort from domain experts. In
order to expedite this process a software tool has been
developed that can automatically mine representations of
activating features directly from toxicity datasets and pre-
sent them in an interpretable form.
Our knowledge discovery tool applies emerging pattern
(EP) mining [2]: a form of association rule mining [3] that
is well known to computer science, but is relatively new to
chemistry [4]. The EP mining algorithm accepts any data
expressed as a series of binary properties, which is divided
into two classes, and extracts patterns of those properties
that are frequent within the data and are more frequent in
one data class compared to the other. By mining emerging
patterns from toxicity datasets, encoded as fingerprints of
binary descriptors, the tool generates patterns of features
that distinguish toxicants from innocuous compounds.
These patterns represent potentially activating features of
the toxic compounds that may then be used to define new
alerts.
The knowledge discovery tool has been tested using a
public dataset of 3489 mutagens and 2981 non-mutagens,
encoded as fingerprints of approximately 2000 functional
groups and ring descriptors. EPs were produced and
grouped into a number of hierarchical families. Six of the
EPs that represented distinct chemical classes were
selected for manual inspection by a toxicology expert.
Relevant literature was analysed to find a mechanistic
rationale for the mined features, which resulted in four
new structural alerts for in vitro mutagenicity.
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